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THE VISION

The University of Guelph 
Undergraduate Real Estate 
Case Competition (URECC) 
is designed to attract the 
best current and future 
talent in real estate. This 
annual case competition 
challenges undergraduate 
students to redefine the 
built form environment by 
undertaking a development 
plan of a large, iconic site 
from the current real estate 
market in Toronto.

Our 2019 URECC winners from The University of Calgary 
presented with the golden shovel award.
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THE DETAILS

The Attendees 
Delegates will be representatives from North 
American and international Universities whose 
business programs prepare students for 
success in the real estate industry. Industry 
members will be invited to view the final 
presentations and stay for a networking session. 

The Location and Date 
The event will take place on March 20th, 2020 
at the Deloitte office in downtown Toronto. 
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THE DAY OF THE EVENT
PRELIMINARY JUDGING ROUND 
The participating teams will be 
randomly divided into four groups. 
Each group will be assigned a room 
where they will present to a 
preliminary panel of judges who will 
also question and debrief following 
their presentation. One team from 
each room will be selected to 
advance to the finals. 

FINALS 

The four finalist teams will present to 
the final panel of judges, the other 
competitors and industry members. 
The final judges will deliberate 
and select the winners, where their 
decision is final.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

RECRUIT TOP STUDENTS 
๏ Meet the top real estate business students
๏ Receive a binder with the resumes of each student
๏ Have a lunch and post competition networking

session with students and other industry members

CREATIVELY MARKET YOUR BRAND 
๏ Have representatives from your firm judge the

preliminary and final rounds
๏ Opportunity to name prizes relevant to your

company
๏ Awards, banners, and other marketing materials

distributed with your company logo
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THE JUDGES

2019 JUDGES 
We aim to include a diverse panel of judges with 
a personal and professional connection to the 
site and to Toronto. We value the practical, real-
world perspective that site stakeholders bring to 
the evaluation of presentations.  

We plan to have preliminary judges in the 
morning sessions and a different set of judges 
for the finals. 

LAST YEAR’S FINAL JUDGES 

CECILIA WILLIAMS 
Vice President & CFO of Allied Properties REIT 

DERMOT SWEENY 
President and Principal, Sweeny&Co 

DAVID CHALMERS 
Vice President of Asset Management, Starlight 
Investments 

RICHARD JOY 
Executive Director, ULI Toronto 

CIRO DE CIANTIS 
Investment Properties Sector Leader, Deloitte 
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THE SPONSORS

2020 SPONSORS 
We hope to find sponsors with a 
level of personal investment in the site, 
the city, and the industry. This allows 
us to fulfill our vision of bringing 
together the real estate industry.  

2020 sponsors will be promoted on all 
of our social media platforms in 
February.

TITLE SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS
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THE PRIZES
We will hand out over $20,000 in prize money over the course of the competition. 
The following prizes will be available to delegates: 

1st Place Case Competition – $10,000 
2nd Place Case Competition – $5,000 
3rd Place Case Competition – $2,500 

4th Place Case Competition – $1,000 

In addition to these prizes, we will also be awarding three individual prizes based on the submitted slides. 
The individual prizes will be worth $1,000. 

Financial Analysis Award: 
An award for the best financial analysis, submitted separately as an excel document, will be given to one team from our 
Financial Partner.  

Research & Market Analysis Award: 
An award will be given to the team with the best market analysis, selected by our  
Market Research Partner. 

Sustainability Award: 
An award will be given to the team who best integrates features of sustainability into  
their proposal, selected by our Sustainability Partner.



๏ Company logo on 2nd place
cheque & presentation to 2nd
place winner

๏ Networking opportunities to
represent brand throughout the
conference

๏ Representation in promotional
publications relating to the case
competition

๏ Exposure to top real estate
students preparing to graduate

๏ Opportunity to distribute marketing
and promotional items to attendees
and in delegate loot-bags

๏ Social media promotion marketed
towards students and other
industry professionals

๏ Gold sponsorship branding on all
advertisements relating to the 
event 

๏ Personalized Gold sponsor name
tags.

๏ Company logo on the cheque for
either financial, market analysis,
sustainability award (can be
another award if the company
wants) or 3rd place

๏ Award the cheque for either
financial, market analysis,
sustainability award (can be
another award if the company
wants) or 3rd place

๏ Networking opportunities to
represent brand throughout
conference

๏ Exposure to top real estate
students preparing to graduate

๏ Branding on all advertisements
relating to the event

๏ Distribution of marketing materials
in delegate loot-bags 

๏ Personalized Silver sponsor name
tags.

๏ Company logo on banners and in
program.

๏ Networking opportunities to
represent brand throughout the
competition

๏ Exposure to top real estate
students preparing to graduate

๏ Distribution of marketing materials
in delegate loot-bags

๏ Personalized Bronze sponsor
name tags.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
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TITLE SPONSOR – $10,000 GOLD – $7,500 SILVER – $5,000 BRONZE – $2,500

๏ Award Title Sponsorship
๏ Company logo on 1st place

cheque.
๏ Have a judge representative in the

finals.
๏ Award presentation & photo-ops
๏ Headline sponsor branding on all

publications and advertisements
๏ High levels of exposure to top real

estate students preparing to
graduate and find employment

๏ Unlimited distribution of
promotional items, recruiting and
marketing materials.

๏ Opening/closing remarks to both
introduce and conclude
competition

๏ Professional designed signage
throughout event

๏ Personalized title sponsor name
tags 

๏ Social media promotion marketed
towards students and other
industry professionals

๏ Brand on loot bags & materials
within the competition
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ABOUT URECC
The Undergraduate Real Estate Case Competition 
(URECC) is an initiative which prepares students from 
across North America and internationally for the real 
world. While traditional education is important, the 
insights, knowledge and experience of industry leaders 
shared through discussion with students is not learned in 
the classroom, elevating both learning and experience.  

In a class, students are marked on the quality of their 
answer and any student who stumbles on one question 
receives a small penalty. In a competition the questions 
from judges increase the pressure since they focus on 
weaker elements of the presentation and allow for a 
deeper understanding.  

In a competition, as in the real world, people must 
defend their proposal rather than being satisfied with 
having a “right” answer.  Afterwards, the conversations 
amongst students and judges offer extra insights that 
cannot be revealed by a numerical classroom grade.



Paul Anglin Ph.D. 
REH Faculty Advisor

“Having coached many teams for competitions, 
the student teams always impress me.  The 
starting point is the classic material seen in 

textbooks and classrooms around the world.  
The ending point is usually a surprise, as that 

material is transformed by student energy, 
initiative and innovation.  Even if I taught them 

that material initially, seeing the ideas which 
rise to the top in a competition always gives me 

something worth teaching to the next 
generation of students.  Far beyond satisfying 

some credential, a competition such as URECC 
allows a student to experience real decision 

making: it produces real learning.” 



CONTACT INFORMATION
NICHOLAS OWSIANY
Vice President, Corporate Relations, URECC 
905-506-3316
nowsiany@uoguelph.ca

JULIAN UNGAR
President, URECC 
416-802-7847
jungar@uoguelph.ca

F i nd  us  on

www.urecc .ca

https://www.urecc.ca/
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